
Here are some questions that will help you better EVALUATE where your prospect is at during
the "exposure Process", wether it's a: Demo, Luncheon, Webinar, 1on1 presentation, etc.

EVALUATION is a form of "TRIAL CLOSE" an expression used in the field of Sales & Communication
to basically assess the YES or NO interest from your prospect to simply assess if your prospect 
is EMOTIONALLY involved and that the MESSAGE is really "landing" and addressing their HOT BUTTONS.

As mentionned during the Class of February 17, 2019 "ALL-THINGS-BEMER" Training, the CLOSE
is NOT an EVENT but a PROCESS of a series of Q&A. They MUST be ENGAGED in the presentation.

Let your prospect determine the presentation and not force them into a box especially the"wrong box"

These questions should be SPRINKLED throughout from the time you say HELLO to the end 
when you ASK FOR THE ORDER.

Example of questions that might help you EVALUATE the PROSPECT interest vis-à-vis to the MESSAGE:

HEALTH related evaluation:
• Prospect tell me more about your health complaint?

For how long has this been an issue?
So what have you done about it?
Great! And how is it working out for you?

MONEY related evaluation:
• Prospect when you where telling me that you need more money for your kids education,

where you serious or curious?
For how long has this been an issue?
So what have you done about it?
Great! And how is it working out for you?

Various Questions during the presentation or after the demo, etc. to engage the PROSPECT into the 
conversation. 
While you present and VALIDATE our OPPORTUNITY remember to hit the
 FAB (Features-Advantage-Benefits of our Value Added Proposition) while clearly understanding that the
ADVANTAGE & BENEFITS part is the MOST important in the exposure process. 
People buy emotionally and MUST think throughout the presentation: ME TOO, ME TOO, ME TOO, etc….

• What did you like about it most? (…) Why? (…) 
• Prospect, do you see how the blood flow is important for the body healing capabilities?

How do you feel abou that? (…) Why? (…) 
• German Engineering, Swiss craftsmanship, how do you feel about that? (…) Why? (…) 
• Less than .08% returns, how do you feel about that? (…) Why? (…) 
• Only 8 minutes twice a day, a deserved opportunity for YOUR BODY to relax and heal.

Is that important to you? (…) Why? (…) 
• When you buy your BEMER, how do you want it to be shipped Overnight or Regular UPS?
• When you buy your BEMER, would the B-Sit is an option of interest to you?
• When you invest in your BEMER, would you be adding it to your Home Insurance Policy?
• While BEMER investment in health is $5,990 would you be paying for it out right 

or, would you consider financing?

EVALUATION of a PROSPECT during the EXPOSURE PROCESS  (trial closing) 



• I understand that you have a summer cottage, would you be buying 2 BEMERs or 
just taking your bemer back and forth?

• Can you see how BEMER saves you money on other health, wellness & medical expenses?
• Mr. Prospect do you know that you are paying for "many" BEMERs anyways with all the current

health, wellness & medical expenses you are having?
• We will be paying for 4 BEMERS throughout our lives, because of (...), 

How do you feel about that? (…) Why? (…) 
• Are there other people that come to mind as you are hearing this message? (…) Who? (…)
• Mr. Prospect, there is a way of getting a FREE BEMER, do you want to know how?
• While BEMER does not heal, treat or cure any disease, can you see how the body does the rest?

Do you like that? (…) Why? (…) 
• I'd like to invite you to a 2nd BEMER lecture where you can hear other people's validation of

the BEMER technology, would evenings, lunch time or Saturday be 
better for you, schedule wise?(…) Call to Action: SET THE DATE/TIME & get commitment!!

• When it comes to major purchases, would your spouse be involved in the decision process?

I can go on, and on, and on with these VALIDATING/EVALUATING questions. You and your creativity.
But what I want you to get out of this excersise, is that you need to INVOLVE your prospect in the 
exposure process so YOU'LL GAIN GREATER INTELLIGENCE about "THE" motivating factor that would
make your prospect BUY or JOIN the business.

So DON'T CLOSE at the end but TRIAL CLOSE during the entire exposure all along by asking questions,
and let them answer. Even if their answers can be perceived as negative, it's OK…
At least you will know where they stand,and it gives you an opportunity to get back at those concerns.

CLOSING is not asking for the credit card, but PERSUADING ALL ALONG your prospect of the 
value you are offering.

Let them TALK and ask always WHY after their answer so they TALK SOME MORE and hopefully 
you will discover on HOW THEY LIKE TO BE SOLD….FINDING OUT THEIR HOT BUTTONS.

So have fun and if all fails, don't be afraid to walk away from someone that gives you hard time or 
they get too negative on you – NEXT to the waiting prospect in line!!

NOTES:
The above questions are not meant to be chronological in order. I am just giving you ideas
of the type of questions that you might ask. Formulate your own…It's fun!
Do NOT SHOW your prospect that you are attached to outcome (the sale)

Please forgive any typos or syntax errors. I wrote this in one swoop. Better do it and put it ASAP

on the site then taking time to try to write it the most perfect way :)


